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SYNAGOGUE
by Rabbi Bennett M. Rackman

 ה'תשע"ב, ראש השנה

Annual Membership Meeting: Changing of the Guard
Complying with the By-Laws of the Synagogue, the annual meeting was held on
June 24 in the TRI-FAITH Chapels Museum. Twenty-seven members gathered to
learn about and discuss the most recent happenings in the SYNAGOGUE. Manny
Weiss, president, presided and greeted all who made the effort, taking time away
from their busy schedules to join us.

The financial report was presented by Eric Goldfarb, our accountant, and Manny
Weiss. During the discussion about curtailing costs and involving more individuals
in our activities, the suggestion was made to start requesting that groups of travelers
who utilize our facilities, should be asked to contribute to our costs. It was agreed
that we will make attempts to implement this idea. Additionally, it was pointed out
that the dissemination of our Newsletter through the Internet has saved considerable
money in terms of printing and postage.
Rabbi Rackman reported that last year two hundred Limited Raffle ticket tickets were
sold netting the Synagogue $20,000. More than $5,000 was raised through
membership dues. In the future, more emphasis must be placed on expanding our
membership base as well as encouraging “paid-up” membership. The "Family Fun
Day at JFK" has been postponed to allow for more careful planning. He also
reported on progress toward obtaining a site in JFK for conducting Jewish funerals
when the "aron" is transported to Israel (see page 7).
Elections were held for officers and Board members. Last year it was decided to
appoint Dr. Shalom Miller as the Assistant to the President in anticipation of a change
of leadership in the SYNAGOGUE. This would allow for a smooth and seamless
transition. He was elected as the new president by acclaim. Vice presidents elected
were Melvyn Birnbaum, Allan Gewirtz, Dennis Klainberg, and Erica Stempler. The
Treasurer and Financial Secretary are Bonnie Aidelman and Steve Gelles, respectively.
Before closing the meeting, congratulations and a warm thank you was extended to
Manny Weiss who decided to resign from the presidency after serving for nine years.

Please reserve Wednesday, December 21, 2011, for the
Annual Chanukah Lighting Ceremony and Party at JFK.
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New members of the Board of Trustees who were elected for variant terms include:
Janice Bar, Isaac Blachor, Dr. Michael Frogel, Rabbi Mark Greenspan, Rabbi Steven
Pruzansky, Ilana Scheiner Kroll, and Rabbi Lawrence S. Zierler. Congratulations to
all who have undertaken increased involvement in International SYNAGOGUE and may
God reward them for all that they do.

A Summer Spent Hosting Many, Many Visitors

On the Sunday, following Shavuot, the SYNAGOGUE played host to The Port Authority
Shomrim Fellowship Breakfast. At 9:00AM many members of the Shomrim gathered
in the shul to daven shacharit. More than thirty members of the Jewish Police Society
enjoyed a sumptuous breakfast. The guest speaker was Yuri Foreman, former World
Boxing Association Super Welter Weight champion. The group also heard from Alan
Freedman, Director of the National Jewish Sports Hall of Fame and Museum.
This past Summer season many travelers took advantage of travel groups arranged
by Bnai Brith Youth Organization (BBYO). Starting with April 27, six different trips
availed themselves of our facilities in Terminal 4. Some trips started with a stay in
Europe while others focused solely on Israel (March of the living, Passport to the World,
Euro-Quest Poland, Journey 3, Impact Israel). More than 350 teenagers were served
refreshments and received orientation in the Museum. Batya Lebinger, of Authentic
Israel, made the arrangements for these travelers. Also, more than ninety teenagers
from the Southeast region left on a March of the Living trip to Poland and Israel.
Similarly, the National Conference of Synagogue Youth (NCSY) organized many
missions to Israel (TJJ, Michlelet, Kollel, TJJ/AMB, GIVE, JOLT). Eight different groups
of travelers were hosted at the SYNAGOGUE. Many teenagers and their parents used
the chapel before departing to the planes. More than 900 young travelers visited Israel
through NCSY and the coordination of David Cutler.

A large group of mostly Israelis and children of Israelis went on a trip arranged by
TZOFIM – Chetz v’Keshet (Israel Scouts). Shari Farberman arranged for the 150
young adults to travel to Israel.
The Synagogue played host to a group of American counselors going to Israel to work
in Camp Kobi Mandell. Bnei Akiva – Mach Hach also had almost 200 teenagers
leave for Israel on several different flights. Appreciation is expressed to Steve
Frankel and Shula Baskin for overseeing these travelers. And, SULAM, of Camp
Morasha, was also greeted at the shul, prior to their departure for the Summer.
We hosted two unique contingents in the shul prior to flying to Israel: birthright Israel
Free Spirit and another group of 25 young adults on a fact-finding mission sponsored
by ADL (Anti-Defamation League) and led by Naomi Mayor. All the participants

were non-Jews who serve in leadership positions on various university campuses.
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A contingent of nineteen women visited the shul on their way to Israel. Aish HaTorah
sponsors the Jewish Women’s Renaissance Project, a group of both married and
single women with variant Jewish backgrounds and commitment. They spend time
traveling in Israel and engage in discussion on the purpose and meaning of Judaism.
The SYNAGOGUE also played host to two Day camps in Brooklyn who came to visit
the Airport: Matmeedim Day Camp (led by Rabbi Shlomo Shalom) and Camp Lev
HaTorah (led by Rabbi Eli Shemesh). These eighty campers, ages 6 to 12, came
primarily to see airplanes. The counselors wanted to visit and daven in the shul.
A side treat was to visit a shul in of all places, an airport. They were able to kiss the
Torah scroll and ask questions about what takes place at JFK Airport.
Toward the end of August, the groups leaving to Israel were composed of young men
and women going for the “break year.” This has come to mean that graduates of
Jewish high schools devote a semester or year to intensive study before starting
their college or career studies. Sora Steiger of Ariel Tours and Judy Tanenbaum
of Plane Talk Travel Agency were instrumental in identifying the programs and flights
so the shul could greet the young men and women, as well as the parents
accompanying them to the Airport.
Several one-year program students were scheduled to leave JFK Airport on Sunday,
August 28. As many readers will recall, that was the day when Hurricane/Tropical
Storm IRENE hammered New York City. The flights had to be rescheduled.
Yeshiva Torat Shraga and Orayta had 110 young men leave on the EL AL 002 flight.
All young men, their parents, siblings and relatives enjoyed light refreshments
served in the TRI-FAITH CHAPELS Museum and they davened in the chapel.
On the same evening the NATIV program sponsored by USY also had about 100
students leave for Israel. The synagogue hosted these travelers and an equal number
of adults in the Museum. Dinner was served and orientation sessions were held for
both travelers and parents.
On August 31, many, many young people left for their year of studies in Israel:
Yeshivat Kerem B’Yavneh, Chofetz Chaim, GUSH – Yeshivat Har Etzion,
Yeshivat Shaalavim Men, HaBonim – Dror, and Naaleh – Elite Academy. The
latter group, which is a unique high school program sponsored by the Jewish Agency,
gave an orientation to students and parents in the Museum. Because of the very
large crowd, two chaplain interns were needed.
On September 4, a large contingent of young women left to study at MMY (Michlelet
Mevasseret Yerushalayim), Yeshiva Tiferet (Thank you to Barry Rosner for his
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Rabbi Joseph Caro (1488-1575), author of the Shulchan Arukh and decisor of Jewish
law cites both explanations (concentration and distraction) in his commentary on the
compendium called the TUR SHULCHAN ARUKH (O.C.: 61). However, in his opus
SHULCHAN ARUKH (O.C., 61: 5) he focuses only on concentration. If so, one can ask,
why is it necessary to “cover one’s eyes?” Is it not sufficient to simply close the eyes?
Yes, but to be sure that one is not distracted, cover the eyes also. However, it may be
insufficient to only close one’s eyes, if one also wants to follow the example of Rabbi
Judah. To accept God’s kingship above and below and in all directions, it would be
necessary to cover the eyes. When a person covers the eyes with a talis, or hand, one
eliminates distracting influences. You see either white or darkness. Indeed, “cones”
which sense color, can no longer be stimulated. Only the “rods” which sense shades
of gray can be activated. As such you are decreasing the possibility of distraction by
eliminating the color spectrum from providing stimulation. (It is also very difficult to
roll your eyes when the eyelids are closed!)
It would seem that Rabbi Caro in his own compendium, the SHULCHAN ARUKH, may
have cited the reason of greater kavanah – and lack of distraction for a reason. He
no longer requires that a person “roll their eyes," since it may be too demanding to
expect that Jews fulfill both requirements!
*****************************************************************************************************

International

SYNAGOGUE

ANNUAL CHANUKAH LIGHTING CEREMONY AND PARTY
Wednesday, December 21, 2011, 5:00 PM – 6:30 PM
AIRLINE LIMITED RAFFLE – LATKES/DOUGHNUTS – HAFTR CHOIR

Come and join us for this event!
R.S.V.P. - 718-656-5044

